Theses Completed Since Fall 2012

Master’s in Public Policy and Administration (27)

Kristen Bennett
“Telling Your Story” Using Performance Measurement Presenting an Approach to Performance Measure Development

George Bravo
Citizensourcing: The Next Level of Civic Engagement
A Case Study: Envision Sacramento

Viola Brooks
Application of the multiple streams model to tribal governments pursuing Membership on the Humboldt County Association of Governments

Kathryn Cardenas
Social Media Use in Local Government Agencies: An Implementation Guide for Public Officials

Brandon Chapin
From the Ashes of Bankruptcy: An Assessment of the Collaborative Nature of the City of Vallejo’s Participatory Budgeting Process

Kevin Warren Cook
Faculty Composition and Graduation Rates at Four-Year Institutions Of Higher Education

Tracey Dickinson
How Can We Improve California’s Welfare Work Participation Rates? A Criteria-Alternatives Matrix Analysis

Amy Marie Durbin
The Evolution of Negotiation in Local Government Bankruptcies: Can Mandated Mediation Prevent Municipal Bankruptcies.

Derrick Hayden Fesler
Evaluating Traffic Congestion Mitigation Strategies

Jason Robert Fox
Analyzing the Organizational Culture of Yolo County Using Two Assessment Models

Amanda Kabanuck
From Cadet to Officer: Can the Police Activities League Cadet Program Be Used as a Recruiting Tool for the San Francisco Police Department?

Justin Lane
An Analysis of College Readiness Indicators to Incorporate in the Academic Performance Index

Matthew Lege
Multi-Criteria Analysis of Proposition 39 Revenue Spending Options

Lisbeth Maldonado
Health in General Plans an Evaluation of San Joaquin Valley General

Melissa Mallory
Empowerment through Collaboration: A Case Study of Women’s Associations in Mali
Angela Marin  
*From Plan To Practice: Implementing SB 617, California’s Regulatory Review Reform*

Ted Muhlhauser  
*State Options for Improving the Cultural Competency of Physicians In Caring For Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender People*

Kevin Phillip Navarro  
*An Assessment of California’s Cap-And-Trade Revenue Options & Free Allowance Allocation Methods*

Ryan Ong  
*The Public Official’s Guide to Assessing a Sports Complex Proposal*

Tina Ramsey  
*Measuring and Evaluating the Financial Condition of Local Government*

Ryan Roebuck  
*Effective Governmental Reporting: Comparing County Veteran Service Officer Reporting Processes*

Ted Ryan  
*Testing a Standard Framework for Consistency Analysis in California*

Ngan Tran  
*Unhappiness: The Hidden Cost of Not Having Health Insurance Coverage*

Andrea Van Den Berg  
*An Evaluation of Solutions to California’s Roadway Dire Straits: A Critical Alternative Matrix*

Natalie (Baldwin) Wagner  
*Increasing College Completion Rates in California: A Study of the Factors Involved and Recommendations to Facilitate Student Success*

William Wetzel  
*Reducing General Fund Expenditures Storm Water in West Sacramento, California*

Dandy Wong  
*Improving the Management of Information Technology Projects: A Preliminary Analysis of the California Project Management Methodology*

**Master’s in Urban Land Development (2)**

Jessica Hayes  
*The Long-Term Impacts of Redevelopment on Residential Neighborhoods: Three Sacramento Case Studies*

Benjamin Lichty  
*Ask the Builders: Finding Consensus among Development Industry Stakeholders for Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategies*